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Introduction

HeruScopes© incorporates Kemetic, Olmec, the 13th Zodiac, and sometimes Vedic (East 
Indian) Astrology Systems, and is based upon the TRUE Sidereal Motions of the Sun and 
Planets through the Constellations of the Zodiac, along the Ecliptic.


HeruScopes© can sometimes include Asteroids, Comets, the Orisha, Ophiuchus, which 
resides between Scorpio and Sagittarius, and also the Sacred Hoop (Sirius, Pleiades, and 
Orion) using the NASA Horizons (Heru Vision) Ephemeris. 

HeruScopes are most powerful when combined with KemeTones: Cosmic Sound Healing.  
“The Horoscope is an observation of the phenomena at the moment of birth” Astrology of the 
13 Signs of the Zodiac by Vasilis Kanata


The HeruScope© is an Observation of the Phenomena during the Transformations of One’s 
Life, and it includes an observation of the phenomena at the moment of birth. for more 
information, you can view the INTRO TO COSMIC SOUND HEALING VIDEO SERIES! 

http://www.tchiya.com/index.php?option=com_easyblog&view=entry&id=&Itemid=22
https://tchiya.wordpress.com/2014/07/21/the-sirius-star-system/
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi#top
http://cosmic.tchiya.com/
http://astrology13.com/
http://astrology13.com/
http://cosmic.tchiya.com/videoseries/
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PLANETS: 

� 


Rephan; Saturn; Geb

Saturn; associated with Geb, Muruga; Hanuman; Saturday bringer of stability and prosperity, 
boundaries, limitations, rules, laws, restrictions, limits, negative influence, endurance, 
discipline, denial, cruelty, . It defines deeper feelings; symbolizes death/transformation and also 
sex. Karma. 


� 

from the cosmic path “Saturn in your birth chart reveals the place where you must learn to be 
more mature in your approach, it points to where your fears are, where you tend to repeat 
mistakes, and therefore feel inadequate, or handicapped. Saturn can be the voice of your 
conscience, the remnants of a parent who restricted you or limited you in early childhood. The 
planet is known as The Great Teacher, Fate or Karma, and Father Time, because it puts you 
through repetitive cycles that turn out to be lessons in becoming responsible for yourself. 
Saturn functions on the social level of our experience (along with Jupiter), and it represents the 
place where you feel social stigma, less than adequate with regard to others, where you feel 
judged by others, or afraid to assert yourself for fear of social rapprochement. Eventually, 
Saturn bestows personal authority in those areas where you feel most limited, because the 
discomfort causes you to learn how to deal with the issues that repress you and hold you 
back.”


http://www.thecosmicpath.com/cosmic-101/planets/social/saturn/
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RA, The Sun, The Creative Force


� 

RA : Sun; Surya; associated with Siva; Sunday Power, light, courage, creativity, leadership, 
rebirth, the whole of things. The Cosmic Force of Creation.


� � 

 
from the cosmic path Shows the individual STYLE with which we express the cosmic forces.. 
Depending on the way you utilize the vital power the Sun offers you, the personal vibration of 
your individuality will emerge over the years and shine forth throughout the course of your 
lifetime.


http://www.thecosmicpath.com/cosmic-101/signs/
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Sesheta, Moon (Not Full):

 
 




 �  

Chandra; associated with Yemaya, Aset/Isis; Monday;New Moon and Crescent Moons (Full 
Moon is Djehuty; Obatalla)


According to Vasilis Kanatas in Astrology of the 13 Signs, “The location of the Moon along the 
ecliptic is independent of our geographical location at birth. The Moon on the ecliptic at birth is 
instead seen as the indicator of one’s personality. Just as the Moon stabilizes the Earth’s orbit, 
so is our character regulated by it. The moon represents our ego, our character. Intuition. It 
defines our relationships in life, our constitution, our finances, and our relationships with 
siblings and family.” pg. 87. Sounds like Positive Aspects of Set…..It is a symbol of our primal 
needs for attachment, bonding and nurturing.It is our knowing.


 
 
 
Sesheta is the Cosmic Scribe, keeping track of all that goes on with 
Djehuty, within the Cosmic Mind. One way to bring about changes in 
the Personality is by writing, either in a journal, writing poetry, writing 
music. Anything involving writing helps us get to know our Selves 
better.  The changes that we want to see are freeing ourselves from the 
grip of the lower self. 


Sesheta is the female scribe, master architect, engineer, 
mathematician, astronomer, astrologer, scientist, etc. Djehuty taught 
hieroglyphics to the masses. Sesheta invented and taught to Djehuty. 
She is the Moon Goddess Moloch, Typhon; Mangala; associated with 
Sekhmet, Shango. Muruga; Tuesda

http://astrology13.com/
https://tchiya.wordpress.com/2014/07/22/the-sirius-musical-goddess-page-at-tchiya-com/
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� Moloch, 
Typhon; Mangala; associated with Sekhmet, Shango. Muruga; Tuesday

 

Conflict, disaster,  war, hatred, force, direction, strength, aggression, determination, action, 
self-preservation, energy, power, might. It defines our limitations and our enemies. Set is the 
Neteru of egoism and selfishness


Set represents the Lower Nature Vibrations of the Ego. Set is the brother of Asar, the Soul, and 
killed him when he became jealous. The original story behind the Lion King, and countless 
other myths and legends about brothers killing brothers, and the Son, making setting things 
straight. 


Set, Mars: 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� 

Djehuty, Tehuti:  Mercury: 

Djehuty is the Cosmic Mind, Divine Intelligence. Buddha; associated with Thoth, Hermes, 
Vishnu, Jiyoti; Wednesday Communication, The Messenger, Travel, Information, Intelligence. 
Education, Wisdom. Love of Teaching AND Learning. The fastest moving planet. Trickster.


� 

from the cosmic path “It is a planet that helps to form your individual personality. It describes 
the way you focus your mind, what stimulates you to learn and what you like to learn about.”


http://www.thecosmicpath.com/cosmic-101/signs/
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Djehuty is also the Full Moon. 
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�  

Pi-Cheus : Jupiter; Amun  
Guru; associated with Amun, Siva; Thursday A beneficial influence, peacemaker; Witnessing 
Consciousness, governance of emotions, optimism, good fortune, faith, philosophy, hope,  

� � 

vision, expansion, travel, abundance, plenty. It defines the home, family, and children.


the cosmic path Jupiter is known as the Greater Benefic, and its placement in your chart 
reveals the area of your life where you are most fortunate, where opportunity to explore Life at 
the educational, religious, cultural and spiritual levels exists. Where Jupiter is there is 
abundance, growth and plenty of Wisdom available. Jupiter’s focus is social, in that its energies 
are absorbed through our understanding of our relevance to others, (or of others to our Selves), 
and this awareness produces a “Truth” that becomes essential to us and guides us throughout 
our lives


http://www.thecosmicpath.com/cosmic-101/signs/
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� 


Het Heru: Venus; Lakshmi; 


associated with Lakshmi, Oshun: Friday


Beauty, balance, sex, love, passion. Divine feminine. Sociability, Wealth, abundance. Opulence. 
Fertility, peace, reconciliation. Integrity. Power of the Life Force Energy. Knowing when to go 
into battle, and knowing when to pull back. Spiritual Strength, Spiritual Courage. Daughter of 
Ra. Wife of Heru: House of Heru


HetHeru is considered to be the most powerful goddess, because after she lost knowledge of 
her divinity, she was able to return to her original state of consciousness after listening to a few 
parables from Djehuty.
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Heru: Uranus


Uranus was discovered by William Herschel  in 
1721. Revolution, evolution, intuition, 
transformation. liberation. New Order. It 
determines friends….The Redeemer, 
Redemption of the Soul.


 


the cosmic path “Uranus is the first planet that connects us with our own Higher 
Consciousness, and an awareness of its presence in our lives produces the will to step onto 
the cosmic path. Uranus brings flashes of intuitive foresight, all kinds of psychic awareness, 
and there is always an element of the future, lying dormant where Uranus is in your chart.” The 

Redeemer


� � 


Heru is the son of Asar and Aset. He defended his father’s throne against his Uncle Set. On the 
metaphysical level, we have the lower ego fighting to rule, and the Redemption of the Soul, 
destined to win. We have this same battle within, the same choice, in every moment of 
existence. With HeruScopes, you will find your unique path to victory. 
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� 


NebtHet: Neptune, 

Nepthys. Neptune is an ice giant. It has an intense magnetic field that is tilted 50 degrees to 
rotational field. It was discovered in 1821. Imagination, ecstasy, romance. it determines health, 
work, and career. Open to alternative healing modalities and modern day inventions.

Psychic abilities, past life experiences and memories, attracted to the mystical and 
metaphysical. Healing Emotions.


�  
NebtHet is the twin sister of Amet, and represents mortality, the worldly realm of time and 
space, she represents the spiritual encased in physical flesh. 

the cosmic path “Neptune in your birth chart reveals where you tend to be the most idealistic 
and romantic about your life. Where Neptune is there is a certain level of cloudiness and 
confusion that eventually leads to crystal clear understanding and Enlightenment.” Universal 
Oneness, Bliss, visionary, meditation ; fog, confusion, cloudiness, escapism of all kinds, sleep, 
illusion, delusion, deception.


http://www.thecosmicpath.com/cosmic-101/planets/transpersonal/neptune/
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Asar, Pluto




Death and Transformation. Resurrection. 
Eternity. The Underworld, the Netherworld.  
The Eternal Soul. the ruler of deep, core-level 
transformation

�  � 

 
 
 
the cosmic path Pluto in your birth chart reveals the place where you have access to your 
personal power. Pluto’s presence often generates the need to engage in power plays and 
manipulation, because of the intense desire to dominate that it produces. Pluto is another force 
that is more connected to the Universe than to your personal drive, and so it often causes you 
to have to let go and surrender to its power in order to experience your own. Rebirth through 

Loss, Grieving and Metamorphosis. Face the future you have created through the past. 
Asar, the Soul, was resurrected into Eternity thanks to Aset, Divine Intuition, Lady of Wisdom 
and Healing Words of Power.

 

http://www.thecosmicpath.com/cosmic-101/planets/transpersonal/pluto/
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Sedna:


� 

 represents overcoming Trauma and betrayal through self love and forgiveness. Helps us 
across difficult waters and through trying times…be careful what you wish for” syndrome; 
selfishness and greed hurt everyone; When we’re forced to let go of something we feel 
victimized, powerless, and that life is unfair, which it is.

http://darkstarastrology.com/sedna/ “The lesson here is not to accept being the victim, to turn 
the situation round and turn an extreme negative into an extreme positive. “

“Sedna’s myth may exemplify a female who does not want to commit in marriage, participate 
with men, or even be here on Earth, due to her fear of being hurt–an unresolved issue or 
molding from her unfortunate past, one that only perpetuates a life of loneliness. “ [Lunar 
Planner]

Mike Brown of Caltech commented on the naming of Sedna “Our newly discovered object is 
the coldest most distant place known in the solar system, so we feel it is appropriate to name it 
in honor of Sedna, the Inuit goddess of the sea, who is thought to live at the bottom of the 
frigid arctic ocean.”

“The encounter with what has been lost, drowned out, or frozen long ago… In other words, our 
own ‘Ice  Age’: the wounds in the soul caused by the impatience, condemnation, dismissal or 
anger of the father; the living hell of unresolved outrage; the violence of hardship where we cut 
off from what is desperate and vulnerable in ourselves or others in order to survive. “ [Melanie 
Reinhart, in her article “The Goddess of the Frozen Waters.”]


http://darkstarastrology.com/sedna/
http://www.lunarplanner.com/asteroids-dwarfplanets/Sedna.html
http://www.lunarplanner.com/asteroids-dwarfplanets/Sedna.html
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� 

“Sedna swims into your life to tell you to stop being a victim. The way to wholeness is to 
recognize how you’ve been caught up in and are living the victim archetype, then to change the 
pattern by empowering yourself. Are you fond of saying, “Why is this happening to me?” Don’t 
get stuck in the “why”. … Sedna says we have all been victimized by something, by patriarchal 
institutions, discrimination based on race, gender, sexual preference, religion, or color. She 
encourages you to claim your power “ [Lynn Koiner]

“The goddess Sedna teaches us that we must delve into the dark, cold places that we fear 
most if we are to find the riches that rest there. Sedna reminds us that, in spite of all our 
infirmities and our foolish mistakes, we are still worthy of love and respect and have every right 
to expect, and even demand, that others treat us well” [Goddess Gift]

http://www.cornerstone-astrology.com/articles/astrology_sedna.htm it seems that the arrival of 
Sedna is set to coincide with an increased spiritual thrust that will be felt by humanity as a 
whole.

Sedna takes approximately one hundred years to travel through thirty degrees of the zodiac. 
(i.e. one zodiac sign)so like the three transcendental plants (Pluto, Uranus and Neptune) her 
effects will be felt most strongly by humanity as a whole – unless there are any strong contacts 
in the natal chart. Transiting planets in our charts will also activate Sednas influences though, 
opening our awareness of the unknown and the vastness of the universe. The role of Sedna 
seems to be to move humanity to the next level of cosmic awareness.

From 1865 through till 1966 Sedna travelled through Aries. This hundred year period saw the 
emancipation of women around the world, beginning with the forming of the suffragist 
movement and ending with the bra burning women’s libbers of the sixties. This seems an 
appropriate illustration of the collective influence that Sedna has. (Remember as a goddess in 
the myth, she cared for her people as a collective)

In 1966 Sedna gradually made her way into Taurus, where she remains today. So what can 
Sedna in Taurus hold for the collective influence of humanity? Taurus governs things that we 
value, to my thinking it is likely that our values will change and become increasingly orientated 
towards spiritual considerations during the next hundred years.


http://www.lynnkoiner.com/astrology-articles/the-new-centaurs-of-transformation-cruithne-quaoar-sedna
http://www.goddessgift.com/goddess-myths/goddess-Sedna.htm
http://www.cornerstone-astrology.com/articles/astrology_sedna.htm
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The Goddesses: Asteroids 

The first Asteroid, Aset/Ceres, was discovered in 1801, and herald in the rise of the Divine 
feminine Consciousness. Now there was more space for the feminine celestial archetypes, to 
balance out the preponderance of male archetypes. The first hundred were named after 
Goddesses, and there seems to be no end in sight…. learn more at neptunecafe

http://www.alwaysastrology.com/asteroids.html

The asteroids were all named after the female family of Jupiter. Ceres his sister, Juno his wife, 
Pallas Athena his  daughter and Vesta another sister. Much of the feminine is left out of 
astrology aside from Venus and the Moon. The asteroids help add the feminine back into the 
astrological chart. 

Aset/ Ceres


� 

Ceres was the first to be discovered in the asteroid belt. It has since been reclassified as a 
dwarf planet, which  would make Ceres at least as important as Pluto in the astrological chart 
since they are both dwarf planets.

Ceres was the sister of Zeus (Jupiter). She is the quintessential Earth Mother, and rules over 
food, cooking and nutrition. Wherever she appears in your chart, she shows how best you feel 
nurtured. This is also the area where you can easily provide love and comfort.

Your Ceres Sign influences mothering, hard work, parenting, and gardening as well. It will show 
how well we go with the flow… the universal one, that is. This is the unification of both giving 
and receiving through ourselves as an exchange of energy. Ceres is associated with fertility, the 
uterus and stomach. On her negative side, she influences grief, work problems, eating 
disorders, custody issues and kidnapping. She may influence low self esteem, fear of 
abundance, feelings of abandonment or unworthiness, over-attachment, possessiveness, 
parent-child complexes and barrenness.


Aset is the Goddess of 
Wisdom, Healing Words of 
Power, the Divine Mother, and 
Divine In tuition. 


http://www.neptunecafe.com/pallas.html
http://www.alwaysastrology.com/asteroids.html
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Net/ Pallas Athena


� 

Pallas Athena was the second asteroid discovered. Named after Jupiter’s daughter, Pallas 
Athena is intelligent and cerebral. She is the weaver of patterns, linking ideas together. She is 
strategic command in both the warrior and the peaceful general.

Cities are her domain. She has an interconnection with Libra because of her focus on ideas. 
Like Libra, she can see both sides. She is not blind justice… she is only just. She is creative 
and artistic. She is a survivor. She expects everyone to claim their personal power.

Where her influence falls is where you will find talents in the following areas. Jupiter’s daughter 
carries influence over many things, such as the immune system, the arts, the father/daughter 
relationship, intuition, justice, wisdom, defense, horses and the kidneys.

With her spotlight on daddy’s little girl, Pallas Athena will help determine how you interpret your 
relationship with your father, and in turn how you treat all males in general. On her negative 
side, Pallas Athena touches on conflict, legal battles, injustice and illnesses due to a weakened 
immune system.


Look at nikkibrocco.com/blog/2018/11/5/pallas-athena-gt-libra-nov-2018-aug-2019



Net or Neith is the Goddess of War and Protection,


http://nikkibrocco.com/blog/2018/11/5/pallas-athena-gt-libra-nov-2018-aug-2019
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Juno


� 

Juno was the third asteroid to be discovered. Juno is the wife of Jupiter. She has some 
similarities to Venus, but while Venus sparks that initial attraction, Juno makes the 
commitment. She sings of soul mates. As she moves through the sky, the face of relationships 
change, but she still stands for commitment of one kind or another.

Where you find Juno in your chart is where you may meet someone that you will remain with 
for a long relationship. She covers marriage, fashion and beauty. She is        the patron of 
relationships and true love. Diplomacy is part of her sphere.

She has influence with the weather, flowers, fairness and female genitalia. She also dealt with 
many of Jupiter’s infidelities, and thus has influence over the negative issues of spouse abuse, 
powerlessness, women’s rights (both positive and negative), rage, inferiority complexes and 
unfairness. She may also affect issues of denial, betrayal, inequality and of course bitterness.


Vesta


� 

Vesta is the second largest asteroid in our solar system and the fourth to be  discovered. Vesta 
is a sister of Jupiter, the virgin goddess. Vesta is the keeper of the hearth. She is focus and 
dedication. She is mental clarity and self-respect.

Vesta brings out your purest potential and Essence into being. Vesta is organized and perfect. 
She has a talent for breaking things down into its components. She rules the metabolism and 
the upper intestine. She carries influence over locks and keys, sisters, security, investments, 
insurance, and inheritance. She is the epitome of the home and family, ritual, chastity and 
sexuality, and devotion.

Her negative aspects include insecurity, lack of focus, promiscuity, segregation, secret 
societies and family troubles. There may be a fear of sex or intimacy, as well as an invalidation 
of self. Denial can be a big aspect when she is negative.
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Chiron: The Wounded Healer. 

Closely associated with Ophiuchus, as this was his student. from http://
www.cafeastrology.com/chiron.html “is a comet with a unique and erratic orbit. In the natal 
chart, Chiron is symbolized by the “wounded healer”. It represents our deepest wound, and our 
efforts to heal the wound. Chiron was named after the centaur in Greek mythology who was a 
healer and teacher who, ironically, could not heal himself.

Chiron in our natal charts points to where we have healing powers as the result of our own 
deep spiritual wounds. We may over-compensate in these areas of life. Chiron, as a wounded 
healer, first must face issues of low self-worth and feelings of inadequacy and learn to rise 
above these issues. Because the wound goes deep, and we may work hard to overcome the 
wound, healing powers are potent.“ http://www.alwaysastrology.com/asteroids.html


� � 

Chiron deals with all aspects of health and disease and how they affect our spiritual path.

Chiron in our charts shows where we are on a quest for healing and wholeness. As we follow 
that quest, we find how we can serve particular others in their own quest for well-being. M. 
Kelley Hunter

Chiron was wounded himself, and despite his great skills, he never healed. He symbolizes 
everyone who finds their strength through their suffering. Everyone gets wounded in some 
manner. Whatever our wounds are, Chiron influences us to overcome our condition and go on. 
Like Chiron, we may find that in healing others we gain some insight and salvation even though 
we are unable to fully heal ourselves.


Chiron has an unusual orbit, rather like Pluto. Many astrologers think of Chiron as a “mediator” 
between Uranus and Saturn. Chiron gives wisdom and patience as well as mastery over the 
darkness of our souls. Our wounds are gifts when looked at from a different angle. They give us 
character, lessons in life and perseverance. Chiron teaches us these things whether we are 
ready to learn them or not. Chiron is the Key…..


http://www.cafeastrology.com/chiron.html
http://www.cafeastrology.com/chiron.html
http://www.alwaysastrology.com/asteroids.html
http://zanestein.com/KelleyHunter.htm
http://zanestein.com/KelleyHunter.htm
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CONSTELLATIONS ALONG THE ECLIPTIC: THE ZODIAC


� 

From Temple at Denderah


� 
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� 


� � 

Pi-cot Sahu/Orion (Pisces); March 12 to April 19  
The company of fish of Him (Sahu/Asar/Orion) that cometh, wayfaring man. Emptions, Psychic 
abilities. Past Love Experience, TODAY . The beginning. Self-expression, worry, dynamism, 
impatience, initiative, courage, aggression, impulsiveness, passion, selfishness, leadership, 
tendencies, self-obsession, self-preservation, confusion, and escape. Can be sensitive and/or 
emotional at times.


The Two Fishies represent the Dual Consciousness that is needed at all times
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� � 

 


� 

  

Tamet Ammon (Aries); 19 April to 14 May  
Established Dominion Stability. Strength, materialism, productiveness, a practical mind, 
security, sensuality, stubbornness, possessiveness, routine, and patience. Amun/Amen/Amon 
etc is the Witnessing  consciousness

from True Nature of Aries: 
“Sidereal Aries is stubborn, fiery, independent and bossy sign. Sidereal Aries (Tamet Ammon) is 
always doing something. It is the most active sign in zodiac. It is strange that tropical Taureans 
accept their “sign”, although they are anything but lazy or passive. They are always acting for 
something in their life. Everybody can notice that. Since sidereal Aries belongs to fire signs, its 
meaning is linked to WILL. If Aries wants something, Aries will also gain it.”

from www.westernsiderealastro.com/ 
“Being born in Sidereal Aries (Tamet Ammon) you are an essentially positive restless and 
idealistic character. Always ready to move on to the next thing you display a degree of energy 
and drive that fills your life with considerable excitement. Your super abundant energy is the 
envy of your friends and enemies alike.”


Let go of attachments, let go of fiery, headstrong reactions to situations, maintain Amun 
Consciousness and Respond in Peace


http://tribes.tribe.net/siderealastro/thread/481f214f-ad77-476d-b71b-78e5c8a833db
http://www.westernsiderealastro.com/?p=74
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� � 


Apis (Taurus) The Bull; 14 May to 22 June 
Adaptability; associated with Ptah.

Communication, duality, diplomacy, eloquence, curiosity, socializing, intellect, duplicity, 
multifacetedness, worry, symmetry, stubbornness, the desire to have a good time, and 
sluggishness. Creating and establishing Value.


Abundance, prosperity. Steadfastness. Health and Wealth.


Apis corresponds to Goddess Hetheru/Venus


� � 


Pi Mahi (Gemini) The Divine Lovers United; 22 June to 21 July 
Sensitivity, protection, compassion, ambition, temper mentality, tenderness, embrace, 
insecurity, nostalgia, and manipulation.


PiMahi is ruled by Djehuty/Mercury
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� � 


� 

Khepera (Cancer); the Scarab July 21 to August 11  
Transformation and Nurturing; Family and Home. Enthusiasm.

Strength, Pride, confidence, generosity, noisiness, drama, and resilience. Creativity.

Khepera is ruled by Sesheta. The Moon Goddess
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� 


� 


� 

Sekhmet (Leo) The Lioness; also, Cubitus Nili, the inundations under Leo; 11 August to 17 
September 
Competence.

Service, discretion, analysis, perfectionism, conscientiousness, originality, fertility, 
submissiveness, humility, righteousness, pomposity, and authoritativeness.

Obviously ruled by Solar Energy.
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� � 


Aspolia (Virgo) Goddess holding ears of corn; the Seed; 17 September to 31 October 
Selectivity, narrow-mindedness,, perfectionism, indecision, crisis, adaptability, aesthetics, 
trauma, hatred, revenge, and self destruction. This is the longest month, 45 days. Time to Plant 
the Seeds of Intention In the Garden of Your Life. 

Ruled by Djehuty/Mercury


� � � 

Maat (Libra) The Scales of Maat; 31 October to 23 November 
At a former time in history, this constellation divided the sky in half. The only sign that is 
symbolized by an inanimate object.


Ruled by HetHeru/Venus � 


Balance. Knowing. Mutability, tension, magnetism, power, Truth, MAAT, Justice, skill, Aryu 
(Karma), Righteousness, Right Action. Purification of the heart.

Taking actions that will cause one’s heart to become and remain as Light as the Feather of 
Maat. Letting go of longing, heartache, violation, desire, attachment. Seeking balance in All 
Things. peaceful relationships, companionship, Harmony, cooperation, diplomacy.Divine Right 
Order
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Ip (Scorpio); Serkhet (Scorpion Godess);  
23 November to 30 November 

�

� � 


 
Extrovertedness

Indifference, fun, free thinking, extravagance, and worry. Can be obsessed with lower nature, 
lower vibrations. Desires, Passions. Very Sexual in Nature, and now that Scorpio only has 6 or 
7 days, we can understand the intensity of this vibration. Can be manipulative. sex,  secrets, 
destruction, mystery, and suspicion.
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An Enlightened Scorpio has mastered lower nature and Flies Like An Eagle: in some circles, 
Scorpio is represented by an eagle, not even a scorpion! A  Scorpion is very rare, only lasts 7 
days….


Some schools say ruled by Mars, which would be Set, others say it is ruled by Pluto, which 
corresponds with Asar. Interesting isn’t it??? This school says it is ruled by Mars, due to the 
nature of Set, and the journey to overcome lower nature and become in service to rather than 
the destruction of.  


What about the Scorpion Goddess?  
From https://www.ancient.eu/Serket/ 
"Serket (also known as Serqet, Selkis, and Selket) is an Egyptian goddess of protection 
associated with the scorpion. She was worshipped widely in Lower Egypt as a great Mother 
Goddess in the Predynastic Period (c. 6000- c. 3150 BCE) and so is among the older deities of 
Egypt. She is associated with healing, magic, and protection, and her name means "She Who 
Causes the Throat to Breathe". Her symbols are the scorpion, the Ankh, and the Was Sceptre, 
all of which convey her benevolent aspects. In the Predynastic Period, she was the protector of 
the Kings as evidenced by archaeological finds linking her by the name Serqet to the Scorpion 
Kings, defeated at some point around the reign of Narmer (c. 3150 BCE). During that period 
she was already closely associated with protection and her worship had grown from the Delta 
Region of Lower Egypt to the cities of Upper Egypt.

By the time of the First Dynasty (c. 3150-2890 BCE) she was associated with the god Nun (also 
known as Nu), the Father of the Gods. Nun was the watery abyss from which the primordial 
hill (the ben-ben) rose on which Atum (Ra) stood at the dawn of creation. It is unclear what role 
she played, if any, in the creation of the world, but evidence suggests she may have been the 
wife of Atum, the first son of Nun, or even the wife of Nun himself. Later, she is represented as 
one of the deities aboard the barge of the sun god Ra, who watch out for the serpent Apophis as 
the boat sails through the night sky”

This Constellation is ruled by Set/Mars

https://www.ancient.eu/Serket/
https://www.ancient.eu/Selket/
https://www.ancient.eu/Egyptian/
https://www.ancient.eu/egypt/
https://www.ancient.eu/Ankh/
https://www.ancient.eu/Narmer/
https://www.ancient.eu/cities/
https://www.ancient.eu/Apophis/
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Imhotep (Ophiuchus); November 30 to December 18 
Challenge, Healer Searching, curiosity. The 13th constellation, usually signifies a healer in the 
making. Ophiuchus is the only constellation that represents the life of an actual human being. 
That would be Imhotep, the scientist, healer, engineer, architect of Ancient Kemet. The actual 
Father of Medicine. Also known as Asclepius, associated with Chiron, the Wounded healer: 
Ophiuchus was his teacher.  If this shows up in your chart, might be time to take that holistic 
certification or training and get to work at your new life as a light worker. Or, to go deep within 
your own healing, and become activated as a healer to help others to do the same: HEAL THY 
SELF! 


Corresponds to Chiron
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Pi Maere (Sagittarius); December 18 to January 20 
Is associated with Aser. Also, ruled by Jupiter/Amun. Love of Travel, Expansion, Wisdom, 
Knowledge. When looking at this constellation, we are actually looking towards the very Center 
of the Milky Way. It is extraordinary to behold and to experience. (The other direction, towards 
Orion, also associated with Asar, is looking at one of the spiral arms.) Pi Maere is represented 
as an arrow pointing at Ip (Scorpio) spiritual, patience, idealism. Teacher,Wise Elder or Mentor. 
Always ready to move on to the next adventure. fiery passion to be elsewhere.

Answering  Higher Calling. Inspiration and Optimism. adventure, spontaneity, ambition, and 
freedom. Asar travelled all over the word, bringing civilization, spirituality, agriculture, 
knowledge of self, wherever he went.  Ruled by Jupiter, PiCheus
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Hupeneius (Capricorn); 20 January to 16 February 
Ruled by Saturn/RePhan/Geb 
always striving to break free of limitations, climbing mountains, swimming against the current. 
Accomplishing and achieving goals. Work related, financial success, materialistic, goal 
oriented. Attached to earthly existence and world matters. Need to feel secure and stable 
before taking the next step. Responsibility, stability, power, authoritarianism, discipline, 
prudence, self-restraint, sense of duty, cohesion, pessimism, roughness,


Rules by Saturn/Geb
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Ku-ur-ku and Ramman; Hupei Sahu/Asar/Orion (Storm God; Aquarius); 16 February to 12 
March Place or Chamber of Him (Sahu/Asar/Orion) coming down as rain; When the Ra was in 
Ku Ur Ku, the flooding of the Nile reached its highest point. 


KuUrKu corresponds to Uranus, and thus Heru. Sharing wisdom, knowledge, teachings. 
Universal Human Family. Victorious Overcoming Lower Nature, lower vibrations, Ego. 
Remember the battle with Set, to overcome and tame the personality to be of Service to the 
Divine. 
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Other Sources: 
The Great Awakener.

In approximately 600 years, the point on the ecliptic will be beyond the boundaries of this 
constellation, At this moment, will begin the TRUE dawning of the Age of Aquarius….

Star Beta Aquarii, Sadalsuud, ’The Luck of Lucks” is the luckiest star in the sky…..

Imagination. “the sign of Divine Love, where Love is experienced as unconditional and 
endlessly abundant. Here you learn to access this higher Love and direct it toward your Self, 
the way Source does. This aspect of your consciousness, then, is about recognizing self-
destructive habits and liberating yourself from them.”http://www.thecosmicpath.com/
cosmic-101/signs/aquarius/

Compassion, expressiveness, mysticism, day-dreaming, hesitation, and receptiveness.


Some of these names are given by Montucla, Hist. de Mathematiques,  
http://philologos.org/__eb-mazzaroth/mizraim.htm#coptic

 

Dua Sesheta. Hetep.


Olmec (Mayan) www.mayanmajix.com

Vedic (Hindu Sidereal: does NOT include Ophiuchus)  
Based on Moon Sign, not Sun Sign. However, since it does not recognize Ophiuchus, we do 
not really use it that much, except for descriptions and myths. 


Major Cycles of Transformation

Rephan Return: Age 28-35

Heru Opposition: Age 40-42

Chiron Return: Age 50-52

Rephan Return: Age 56-63

Heru Alignment: 80-82

Rephan Return: 84-91

Chiron Return: 100-102

 

 

NUK PU HERU    NUK PU HERU    NUK PU HERU    NUK PU HERU.

I am the Hero in the Myth of My Life.

I am Victorious against all odds.

Nuk Pu _________. I Am _____________

 

 

 


http://philologos.org/__eb-mazzaroth/mizraim.htm#coptic
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	Djehuty is also the Full Moon.
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